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This invention relates to‘plastic‘beadsofjthef'kind 

referred to) which are made'of resilient plastic material 
such as polythene and in which at least, one of ‘a pair 
of beads is formed with a neck carrying ahead and 
the other is formed with a socket to accommodate the 
head which socket is entered through amouth of ‘smaller 
cross-section than the socketint‘erior, the head onrone 

. bead and the mouth on the other being so shaped and 
dimensioned in relation to one another that the head 
will not ordinarily pass through the mouth but, ‘due to 
‘the resilience of the plastic m-aterialg-can be ‘forced 
through with a snap action when it is desired tojoin two 
beads together, the head, neck and socket being so dimen 
sioned that the head is smaller than the socketso, as to 
permit of relative angular movement betweenit-he beads 
with free play of the head in the socket. ' ' ‘ 

heads of substantially spherical form- and‘to form the 
mouth with a circular opening. This form of construc 
tion has been found vquite satisfactory for uncoated poly 
thene heads, but it’ is often required that beads should , 
be coated,for ‘example bybeing' metallised or' péarled.‘ ’ 

‘ Many of these 'coating’shavenot gotthe elastic, properties 
ofpolythene it is found that,':if a circular mouth-and erra‘uy "cylindriqahl‘ f9 having 

of a coated bead may split"after‘ronegorgmore insertions‘ Q55.’ segmgnt g1 1i 2 S.‘ mime; m- p1 din-g’: ‘thieagrgo 
spherical bead are'used asdésc‘ribed above, thelrcoatihg 

of'a he‘ad’in the socket of a coated bead due to the 
distortion of the socketed head. The ‘effect of this dis-V . " 
tortion ‘is that an annular ring“ of theicoating‘ material 
in “the “immediate neighbourhoodoff-‘the socke mouth 
must increase'in‘ circumferencefin thératio of he 
'eter ‘ of the‘ bead head to i-that off'the-unstretch v 
unless it-3is"su?ieient_lyelastic t'o 1"d'o'l}s'o,_, one") 

' splits occur. This splitting mightjbe relatively unimpo'r? 
tant if the coating could be imade'to adhere‘ tothe' poly¢ 
thene but, ‘as is wellyknown, it isvery di?icult to stick - 

the result that the coating 7 anything to polythene with 
peels from the bead. 

It is an object of the present invention'to provide an 
improved form of construction for beads of the kind 
referred to in which the distortion of the socketed head 
on insertion of the head of another head is reduced. 

According to oneaspect of this invention, in plastic 
beads of the kind referred to, the maximum cross-sew 
tional area of the‘ head on one bead in a plane normal 
to the direction of insertion of the head in a socket is 
made approximately equal to the area of the, mouth of ‘ 
a socket, the headin said plane and the mouth being 
shaped differently so that the head will not ordinarily 
pass through the mouth but, due to the resilience of the 

' According’ to another aspect of this invention, ‘the pe 
riphery 'of the mouth :of the socket of one bead iis'made 
greater than that of a head on another bead atthehsec 
tion of maximum area in a plane ‘normal to theedirec 
tion of insertion of the head in a socket, the mouth being 
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(hereinafter described as plastic beads v‘of the kind 
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' said'plane and.thé'm0uth; is mon-circulanz?hehead 
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shaped di?erently from the head and of-such size that 
the headrwill not ordinarily pass through the mouthbut, 
due to the resilience of the plastic‘ materiali'canxbe forced 
throughvvith a snap action when it is desired to join two 
beads together. ' 7 

head is pressed into a' socket pfa coated .heQd,-~-an,an; 
nularring of coating material ingthe ineighbourhoodqqf 
the emouthiris deformed but- not increased in peripheral 
length and thereby the tendency to split is greatly ' 

duced: , -> > >5 ;. a; t "1; Most-conveniently the 1 headris fjcircularT ectio 

forexample‘may beiof Spherical form or saidthsad vmay 
be, outwardly fromthe plane ofrpaximumycrossesection, 
ofwconical form, the-conicalpartcf therheadgheing are 
ranged with its, apex directed outwardly. :- -_Forlnexample, 

'_<_thevhe'ad may be "conico-spherical in-;shape,::tha_t isto 
say the; headis formedofa hemispherefwhich 'at'its. 
diametral plane is joined to a>.circular cone ‘the, conical 
part of the head being arranged with its apex directed; 
outwardly. ~ > I, 1 ,- r d. . j 

According to yet another aspect of the, invention, in 
plastic beads ofithe kind irefereredito, the headton one 
head is formed with apcircular section in a’ planenormal 
to the direction of insertion of the‘ head in» a socket and . 
the socket mouth on another head is in the form of an 
aperture which is non-circular,‘ the radial dimensions 
of the socket'mouth being in someregions greater than 
and in some regions less thaHFthC radial vdimensions of 
said circular section head so that the area of the mouth 

. . K , ‘ 1-?» ofithe socketis a roximat l : i ' ' 
Heretofore 1t has been universal practice to make the . “ ' ‘ ' pp ' e y equal to the-'mammun} 

cross-‘section area ‘of, the head‘ inisaid plane;l 
‘In one} form ofjconstruction themouth of‘a socketilis 

made, of generallvtriangular. form with rounded-comers 
A socket with such-1a mouth may be‘formed,‘ for ‘example, 1 . 

" by a circular cylindrical {cavity in thebody‘of, head 
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a are short arcuate portions of'the cavity wall 

plastic material, can be forced through with a‘snap action >765 ' 
7 when it is desired to join the two beads together.‘ 

7 .> Figure 3 is an end view} of'the head of Figure 

with three segmentallips, .Such-a-mouth formed 
during moulding ‘ofa beadb sin adore pinlofl'gen; 

cuts around; itsgsurf‘aee tend to.v , t ' 

length ratthe‘iréends do ‘not: 

materhesie'btitiiéhermetic 
ich is particularly desirable to ‘enable "the 

. 1 ' 

as possible. To-this end, conical ended, heads may be 
used as described above ‘and preferably also the lips on > 
the mouthof the ‘sockets are shaped so asito havegan; ' 
outer face 'which slopes from vthe socket’vwalliinwardly 
towards the interior of the socket so as to facilitate'the 
sliding in of a head. Preferably also the lips have an 
inner face which preferably extends at right angles to 
the axis of the socket so as to oifer the maximum resist 
ance to the withdrawal of a head. 
The invention also includes within its scope a plastic 

head of the kind referred ‘to and having a head and a 
socket with a mouth, the head in the plane of maximum 
cross-sectional area normal to the direction of insertion 
in a socket of another bead being shaped differently in. 
cross-section from the mouth of the socket. 

In‘ the following description, reference will be made 
, to ‘the accompanying drawings,- in Vwhich—— 

Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view of a bead,‘ 
Figure 2 is an end view of the head of Figure 41., look- - 

ving in the direction of the arrow A, 
a 1 look~ 

ing inthe direction'fofthe'ar-row B, _. a, _ . 

By this form of constructign, whe'ma ' 

Lair 7 
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Figure 4 is a view in elevation of part of a core pin 
for use in moulding the bead of Figures -1 to 3, and 

Figure 5 is a section along the line 5-5 of Figure 4. 
Referring to Figures 1 to 3 there is illustrated a bead 

formed of- polythene and ‘having a {generally spherical 
body 110. "Protruding rfrom this ‘body is a nee'k'll having 
a head '12, this head ‘(being formed at its outer‘ end in the 
shapeof a frustum‘of, a come 13 with the apex of the 
cone directed outwardly. The head is joined to the neck 
by a very s'hortsectionibtl- which is_ also ‘of ‘generally 
conical form with an-gobtuse apex angle such, ‘that this 
surface’ is almost--‘ at right'angles to the axis of theneck 

‘and head: 1 '1 
The body 10 contains a cavity 15_ with a mouth "16 

formed by'the inwardly-directed lips, 17-. These lips 
are each formed as a web across the mouth ~of~the cavity 
15, 'so that the mouth entrance is or generally triangular 
form withrounded ‘corners ‘as 1most clearly seen in'Fig 
ure 2 ‘The mouth 1'6;is madeof such size thatithe cross- ‘- ' 
section- area'of the vmouth at the lips. is approximately 
equal to the maximum cross-sectional area of the head 
12 in a direction perpendicular *tothe axis of the neck 
and‘ head. 
can/"be inserted through the mouth into a socket of a 
similar bead with a snap action in a manner similar 
to that described in speci?cation of British Patent No. 

’ 750,737. By 'forming‘the mouth of triangular form as 
described above “with ‘its, cross-sectional area approxi 
rnatelyr equal to that of the head, very little distortion 
of the body of a'bead occurs when the'head of another 
bead is inserted or withdrawn from the socket 'of the 
?rst bead. This arrangement has particular advantage 
if the body of the bead is coated with a pearl or other 
hard ?nish. Most pearly and metallising ?nishes for 
plastic beads tend to split or peel off it the bead 'is dis 
torted and the arrangement of the present invention-thus 
minimises’the possibility of the coating ‘peeling; , 
The particular form ,ofyhead described above enables 

the headrvto be‘ insertedeas‘ily into the socket since the 
conical-surface 13 of the-‘head, as it is inserted in the 
mouth, gradually distorts the lips of-the mouth; Greater 
force, however, v-is necessary to pull‘the beads apart than 

It will'be seen that the head of one bead ‘ lips inside the cavity, and ‘the insertion of the head in 
25 

21, which may conveniently be formed by milling, these 
grooves being shaped so as to 'form ‘the required lips 
17 on the mouth 16 of the ‘socket. It will be seen that 
the grooves 21 are of such length that their ends do 
not quite meet so that there are short arcuate portions 
of the cavity wall beween he vlips. 

I claim: ' 7 

1. In a multiple bead assembly ‘formed by identical 
beads, .a head of resilient plastic material of the type 
which may be snapped one into the other comprising a 
body portion of which a part thereof ‘has an integral 
neck with a head thereon wider than said neck, an op 
posite partof the'body portion having va cavity extend 
ingwthereinto with a mouth portion which is triangular 
in cross section, said mouth being formed by spaced 
segmental lips which de?neishoulders inside the cavity, 
said lips being inwardly inclined, the shoulders of said 
mouth’ portion being adapted to engage .the head__.por 
tion of an adjacent bead to hold 'the'beads together, and 
said head portion ‘being frusto-conical in longitudinal 
cross section so that when two adjacent beads are inter 
engaged, the frusto-conical head is received in the cavity 
and is held by the shoulders de?ned by the segmental 

the cavity taking place with distortion of the lips with 
no substantial distortion of the body portion beyond the 
lips. 

2. A bead according to claim '1, in vwhich the internal 
' shoulder of each lip'is at right angles to the longitudinal 
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to join'themtogetherr since the inner taceof the lips 
317,-jas shown in Figure" 17, are "arranged to‘ extend at 
right angles to theaxis‘of =the‘socket1- and thus to'engage 
on the rear face 14 of the ‘headtwhein the beads are . 
pulled apart. " > < I _ 

The form of beadillus‘trated in Figures 1 to 3 is most 
conveniently made: by‘ moulding: and the-"socket shown 
in'Figures '1 and v2 maybe'made Whilst'th'e head is being 
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moulded by using a'co‘re ‘pin 20 as sho'wriin' Figures 4 ‘ 
q. vIt willbe'seen that the‘ core pin'has three grooves 

axis of the bead. v 
3. vA bead according to claim 1, in which the mouth 

portion has a cross sectional area at the lips approxi 
mately equal to the maximum cross sectional area of 
the head in a direction'perpendicular .to the longitudinal 
axis of the bead. 
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